HOW TO MAKE U.S. ELECTIONS FAIR AGAIN
Introduction
Everyone with at least two brain cells knows that – thanks to the Marxists Libtard
Demoncraps (MLDs – once known as “democrats”), the GOP RINOs, the MLD
propaganda machines on cable TV and social media – those within the D.C. swamp
(the so called DNC, the DOJ/FBI, intel, IRS, etc.) and across the USA have corrupted
our election system at every level – from local/county elections on up to Federal political
system elections. Our elections have been fraught with corruption, fraud and illegal
voting activities for YEARS. The November 2020 election was the last straw. And the
court system’s judges and media KNOW this is true beyond any doubt.
The question now is NOT how corrupt has government become and how corrupt have
our elections become BUT what should be done about it? Should there be
“reeducation” systems created to further brain wash those who see the obvious, hoping
to force them to look the other way? Should we riot and attack those Marxists who are
at the center of the corruption in most big cities, D.C. and walking the halls of nearly
every state capitol? Is there a simple solution or is it so complex nobody has any hope
of turning the country around and re-establishing our Constitutional Republic as it was
once envisioned and laid out within the U.S. Constitution and 50 other state
Constitutions, forming the foundation of our nation; most of which are maligned as well
at every turn?
The answer to these questions is actually fairly simple. CORRECT the election
process. STOP THE STEALS that happen repeatedly election after election by
installing a replacement system that can NOT be tampered with and corrupted going
forward.

What Should Be Done
Holding a free, fair and legal election depends on (3) THREE key factors.
(1) All voters MUST be legal voters; those who have a RIGHT to vote. One
QUALIFIED person, one QUALIFIED vote.
(2) The voting SYSTEM should be easy to understand, easy to carry out, easy to
verify, easy to operate AND easy to rely upon as being fair (where the same
rules apply to everyone who votes). Any system that does NOT meet these
basic standards will not be reliable and/or trustworthy.
(3) All voting should be carried out in a manner that is both legally established
(by each state’s LEGISLATURE) and which satisfies Constitutional
standards. Voting carried out contrary to law and the Constitution will never
be reliable and/or trusted by everyone. Those who feel the voting system is
corrupted will, more often than not, either turn their backs on said system or rebel
against it; as they should.

Many people claim that the current voting systems (plural), spread across the various
50 states, already satisfy these three key factors/standards. Bull shit! Nearly every
state’s voting systems have been tampered with by people unqualified to interject their
immoral modifications onto said systems; for personal gain or objectives.
Many people within the MLD party claim the current voting system “suppresses legal
voters” from voting. While that may be true, to some degree, it overlooks the fact that
the measures proposed by these same MLDs will never correct the system. The fact is
their motives have always been corrupt and their proposed changes – just like those
they implemented during the November 3, 2020 election – are designed to make
matters even worse; by making all voting systems more and more complex and more
and more easily manipulated and corrupted.
Many people propose many changes to state voting systems which only serve to make
them difficult to manage and difficult to carry out in a fair, effective and efficient manner.
Everyone knows the current elections, at both the state and federal levels, are at best
hard for voters to understand and at worse even harder for them to cast LEGAL votes
within.
Yes, there are problems. People have made claims of foul play. Laws have been
passed which were intended to fix all these problems. And yet the problems only get
worse and worse over time.
So, what should be done??
The answer is very simple.

1
All voter registration systems (and data bases) should be terminated on a selected
target date (such as January 1, 2022); the slate should be wiped CLEAN. And this
should repeatedly happen AFTER every election from that date onward; not just once.
ONLY “voters” who make the effort to…
(A) vote in the current election and/or
(B) “register to vote” after the most recent election
SHOULD be allowed to vote in the next election.
Each time a voter “registers to vote” they should be allowed to vote ONCE in the
upcoming election. Registration should serve the two fold purposes of (1) verifying
voter eligibility for the next election and (2) assisting with plans to allocate resources
need to carry out the upcoming free and fair election (with a known voter base, known
ballots to be issued and counted, etc.).

2
In order to become a “legal” (and active) “voter”, each and every potential “voter” should
be required to (A) visit their local city/municipal hall/office or their other local county
seat’s administrative office, or a “legally established voter registration office”, in order to

register (and eventually vote), (B) provide proof of current residency to vote, (C) provide
proof of current citizenship and eligibility to vote, and (D) register/re-register to vote prior
to the upcoming election.
The “cutoff date” for voting in a scheduled election should be at least 30 days prior to
any given election (so that election preparation time is afforded and resources are
established based on expected turnout levels). A person should be able to re-register
any time from the current voting date until the “cutoff date”. Registering to vote should
not be done the date of the vote, but it can be done prior to the next scheduled election
while attending the current vote (if the voting location is also a designated “legally
established voter registration office”). Likewise, all elections should be scheduled at
least 90 days apart so that all legal voters have plenty of time to decide if they wish to
participate and if they wish to re-register for the next round of voting.
NOTE: This simplification of voter registration processing will require all government
facilities be properly staffed at the designated election registration facilities. The
process of registering to vote should be via a simple paper form. Voters should have
common knowledge of what forms of ID will be required to become registered. Proof of
legal citizenship should be MANDITORY and methods of proving such citizenship
should be plain and simple; such as a valid U.S. state birth certificate coupled with a
valid U.S. voter card with picture ID, valid U.S. passport with picture ID, or other valid ID
with picture as determined via federal law. All states should pass laws that are very
similar when it comes to regulation of voter registration processes. Issuing voter ID
cards with photos should also be an acceptable method to improve Election Day
verification standards.

3
All registered voters should be sent their voter information packets and directions
covering WHEN and WHERE and during WHAT TIMES they MUST go to their “polling
places” in order to vote. Voting should take place for a full 24 hours on the designated
date. They should be informed that ALL VOTING will be IN PERSON only. NO
exceptions (or very limited exceptions). In person voting is the BEST method possible
to assure low levels of voting fraud.

4
When “legal voters” arrive at their voting locations, they should be directed how to
proceed; in order to cast a legal and orderly vote. By arriving at their correct polling
places they will be verified as legal/registered voters, verified that they are voting for
legal issues and candidates, verified that they are actually alive and well, verified that
they still live within each legal voter’s jurisdiction, sign any legal statements to verify
they understand local voter regulations, and they will prove they are still eligible to cast
a legally acceptable vote.
They should also be given a one-time voter ID number, matched up with their voter ID
on the registration rolls; and which they should copy onto their ballot. This number
should be used in cases where voters fail to provide a legible name and signature on
their ballots.

Then and only then should they be supplied with a PAPER BALLOT which they should
both PRINT and sign their name on at the top. They should also print their voter ID
number on their supplied ballot. Voters who are unable to read and write should be
educated before voting date comes around.
Then they should fill out their ballot by casting their votes. All votes should be made by
a simple “fill in the circle” method. Voters should be informed that any misleading votes
due to poor execution of filling in their ballots will result in a NO VOTE on the entire
ballot. Each voter who makes a mistake should turn in the corrupted/invalid ballot and
request a second replacement ballot to start over and correctly cast their vote(s).
All ballots processed MUST be clear, unquestionable, and accurate before they are
submitted, accepted AND tallied by anyone assigned to tally ballots.
To prevent illegal voters attempting to vote multiples times, etc. (e.g. in different
locations, repeatedly, w/o legal registration, etc.) all illegal voters should be
penalized harshly enough to prevent risking illegal voting efforts; perhaps a 5
year sentence if found guilty of such activities.

5
Once a ballot is cast (handed to a ballot processor), the voter’s name, signature and
voter ID number should be verified by the ballot processor and by one or more ballot
processing “observers” as provide by each candidate or legal observer group as
desired. Security systems video recording all processing activities, and saved for
review up to 7 years also, should be implemented whenever possible. All votes should
be tallied by no less than two certified and trained ballot counters ASAP after each
ballot is turned in. The VOTER should stand by while their vote is tallied in case they or
anyone else has an issue with how their vote has been processed.
NOTE: Voting should NOT be a private process. Voting and voting results should be
public domain information (just like when representatives of the people cast their votes
in government). Anyone who wishes to become a “legal voter” and who votes should
agree to being identifiable and should KNOW that their right to vote is “at will” and 100%
voluntary. While it should be illegal to manipulate votes and to interfere in any way with
any voter’s right to exercise their vote it should not be a secret process. All voting
should be OPEN and HONEST.

6
All voting ballots and voting tabulation should be verifiable and should be retained for 7
years. All voting should be public domain information and quickly tabulated and
reported. However, the results of any given election or voting process should NOT be
issued for at least 5 days after any such vote. Time to tally votes, to verify results and
to challenge results should be provided in order to assist in fair and non-manipulated
results. By waiting 5 or more days to issue results voting across multiple time zones
can be carried out without lagging voters (west coast vs east coast, for example) feeling
that their results are not as important. By performing all votes using simple, easy to
tabulate ballots any issues that might arise should be auditable and verifiable. By
delaying results the media will be less likely to manipulate voter suppression tactics or
to unfairly influence results and stir up challenges and false reporting on outcomes.

Conclusions
Using automated systems should be outlawed. Voting absentee or by mail should be
outlawed or, at least, reduced to the bare minimum. Proxy voting should be outlawed.
Any voting processes or procedures which introduce a lack of control or a lack of
verifiable outcomes should be outlawed. All voting procedures should be SIMPLE,
VERIFIABLE, REPEATABLE, MANAGEABLE, and UNDERSTABLE by anyone
qualified to vote. People who are not able to vote in person due to illness, work life,
age, infirmity, mental incapacity, life style choices, etc. should defer the voting
processes to others who are willing to make and take the effort to vote in person.
People who travel or live abroad, or who join the military, for example, should be made
aware that their “right to vote” in person is dependent on their own life choices and
those choices are theirs and theirs alone.
It is time to seriously address making all voting systems fair and RELIABLE again.
ONLY legal voters and voting should take place. There is NOT EXCUSE for playing
games when it comes to establishing a government of, by and for the people which WE
THE PEOPLE can rely on to produce fair CONSTITUTIONAL election results.

